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Comments

The overall intent of the medium density intensification provisions are not objected to.  HPW also 
specifically supports the qualifying matters in NPS-UD 3.32 (1)(a) matters of national importance; 
3.32 (1)(e) heritage; and (1)(h) other matters.   

Similarly HPW supports MDRS qualifying matters in clause 7 of the Bill introducing new RMA 
s.77G (1)(a); (1)(e); and (1)(h), and s.77L(1)(a); (1)(e) and (1)(h).  HPW makes drafting 
suggestions however in relation to s.77G(1)(e) and s.77L(1)(e) on heritage in clause 7 of the bill.

HPW's main issue in relation to the Bill however, is to oppose the removal of the long standing 
right for citizens to appeal district plan provisions to the Environment Court.  Right of Appeal is 
an important participatory democratic legal right.

It is acknowledged that there would likely have been a practical problem with a flood of citizens 
using the right as a result of NPS-UD�s imposition of centrally determined planning rules on tier 1 
local governments. The solution is not however to abolish appeals to the Courts altogether in 
favour of establishing an entirely political/technocrat framework.

Many of those citizens & NGOs would have used the legal appeal right to challenge the 
legitimacy of the non- application of �qualifying matters� which allow exemption from NPS-UD 
policy 3 upzoning.  It was to be expected that some of those appeals would have related to 
questions of heritage protection. 

To illustrate the issue, there exists a clear difference of view about whether heritage matters of 
national importance under RMA s.6 should be confined only to listed heritage sites, or may be 
present in wider aggregations of very old buildings (such as in some �character� areas).  The 
problem is apparent in Aotearoa�s oldest suburb, Thorndon. Thorndon is a district plan �character 
area� as a result of the courts previously determining that it had important historical and heritage 
value.  That value is not a mere �streetscape� value, which is more often what �character� is about 
in planning terms.  

We do not, for example, agree with the WCC's political rejection of its own expert evidence (from 
Boffa Miskell consultants to WCC) about the heritage and character of Thorndon.  That political 
decision should be able to be tested judicially.  The panel of Commissioners will comprise 
technocrat practitioners who are not judicially trained in matters of justice (as opposed to planning 
& politics). The Minister is clearly political. 

Removing the right of appeal, (because too many citizens may have had recourse to it), slips 
toward an unacceptable use of central state power (to remove important local body & judicial 
functions without transparency) which potentially risks the destruction of important heritage.
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The expedient use of central government powers, (to effectively replace important roles of local 
government & courts in establishing district plan content), is problematic and will have 
unintended consequences.  The blanket, central government rules do not sufficiently guarantee a 
process to protect heritage protection, despite the "qualifying matters".

Establishing a special commission to hear appeals from panels would be preferable.

Rights  to judicial review are very much more limited (and relate largely to process matters). 
 They do not resolve conflicts nor consider matters of substance in the dispute.

Recommendations

1. Amend cl 14, (new Schedule 1) to retain right of appeal to Environment Court. Alternatively 
establish an appeals body to hear such appeals arising from intensification implementation.  In 
each case retain right to judicial review.

2. Retain qualifying matters in clause 7 new s.77G and s.77L set out in proposed (1)(a), (e) and (h) 
respectively in the MDRS Bill and in NPS-UD part 3.32(1) provisions.

3. Amend proposed s.77G and s.77L(1)(e) (and similar NPS-UD provision in part 3.32(1)(e)) to 
recognise that there is heritage worth protecting (in accordance with it being a matter of national 
importance under s.6 RMA) that is not formally �listed�. Do that by deleting the words �but only 
if the requirements of clause 3.33(3) are met� from both proposed s.77G (1)(e), s.77L (1)(e) - and 
consequentially also from NPS-UD part 3.32(1)(e).
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